Cataracts dim Andre’s sight, not his spirit
ROCKPORT, Maine — Andre the Seal, whose harbor tricks and coastal
migrations have entertained tourists for two decades, is virtually blind
with cataracts but is otherwise healthy and the show should go on, say his.
trainer and his veterinarian.
“Obviously, the sight had been deteriorating for a while,” said veterin
arian Victor J. Steinglass, who believes the seal made his annual swim up
the New England coast from Cape Cod this spring in almost total
darkness
"He obviously made it almost blind this year,” he said. “He’s made it
with really minimal eyesight.”
Though impaired, the 24-year-old seal continues to put on a daily
afternoon exhibition at Rockport Harbor with trainer Harry Goodridge.
“He can see shadows. He probably sees a little bit better under water
than above water,” Steinglass said.
Treatment is untried, he said, because seals continue to navigate ably,
“still catching fish, still mating, still having live pups.”
“He can do very well with them.” Steinglass said.
Andre winters in Connecticut at the Mystic Marine Life Aquarium,
where his sight problems “became more noticeable this spring before he
left,” said spokeswoman Laura Kezer.
“Where it became really obvious was when Harry got him home,” after
the seal’s six-day swim from Provincetown on Cape Cod to Rockport, she
said.
.
Goodridge said Andre’s sight problems have prompted changes in the
daily show. No longer does the tubby seal, weighing more than 230
pounds, jump cleanly through hoops, he said. And a basketball shooting
trick now holds more suspense than it once did.
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Andre gives his life seal of approval
In the springtime, the saying goes, a young man’s
fancy turns to love.
But if the ’’young man” is a seal and his name is
Andre, his fancy is more likely to turn to Maine after a
long winter in Connecticut.
Andre is the seal who, ever since his birth in 1961,
has been a summer companion of Harry Goodridge
at Rockport, Maine.
It was on May 18 of that year that Goodridge found
the harbor seal pup, apparently orphaned, in Penobscot
Bay. The seal weighed 19 pounds then, compared to his
present weight of about 200 pounds. But his increased
size and periods of independence have never diminished
his devotion to Goodridge — or vice versa.
Andre and Goodridge hit it off almost immediately.
Goodridge says that, even as a boy, he was interested in
seals, and Andre was his dream come true. Andre found
himself as comfortable in the Goodridge home as in
Penobscot Bay, and he was not at all averse to riding in
the Goodridge family car or going for a swim with his
scuba-diving master.
He also has been a hometown favorite with others.
Rockport made him honorary harbor master — and he
served as ring bearer at the wedding of Goodridge’s
daughter in 1980.
t
It will be a few weeks yet before Andre is set free in
the Atlantic Ocean to make his way back to Rockport
from his winter home at the Mystic Marinelife
Aquarium. Goodridge visits him frequently. “I’m going
down tomorrow just to see how he’s doing,” Goodridge
said one day last week.
Goodridge, a retired tree surgeon, says he can always
depend on the same reception. “His eyes open wide and
he looks at me as if to say, ‘My God, is that you?’ And

At Mystic, Andre shares quarters in a rock-lined
outdoor pool with six other harbor seals and four or five
gray seals. He has spent his winters there since 1981.
“They love him,” Goodridge said of the other seals,
adding that when Andre arrives in Mystic in November
to spend the winter, “they swarm all over him. He’s used
to being in the wild as well as in captivity, and I guess
they know that.”
When it comes time for Andre to return to Maine
this year, Goodridge will go to Mystic, pick him up and
escort him to Provincetown, Mass., where he will begin
his 230-mile Atlantic Ocean swim to Rockport. That will
be in late April.
“Last year was the third time he’d been released in
Provincetown and he broke his record. He made it home
in four days,” Goodridge said. “The two previous times
took him six days.”
For several years, Andre was allowed to swim free in
the ocean during the winter. But in 1973, when the seal
was 12 years old, Goodridge decided it would be safer for
Andre to winter in a protected area. So Andre spent the
next six winters in the New England Aquarium in
Boston. Each spring he was released at Marblehead,
Mass., and made his way back to Rockport. Those
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journeys of 180 miles took him about a week.
Then for the next two winters, Goodridge allowed
Andre to roam free again. But his playful antics didn’t
set well with some local fishermen, and when Goodridge
heard that some had threatened to shoot the seal, it was
back to captivity — this time in the Mystic facility’s
Seal Island complex.
Once Andre returns to his home base, he’ll be ready
to show off for the thousands of visitors he has during
the summer. Goodridge estimates their number at
about 25,000 each summer. Andre responds to more
than 50 commands, and he has a number of routines
with which to delight his audiences as he performs in
what Goodridge describes as a “floating tent.”
He jumps through a hoop, shoots baskets, blows his
own horn — and plays dead while towing a dingy by its
line so that it appears to be moving on its own. And a
“shame on you” from Goodridge results in Andre’s
showing mock contrition.
Some visitors report being even more impressed by
Andre’s knowledge of time than they are by his tricks.
For he always seems to pop out of the water to begin his
shows on schedule at about 4 in the afternoon.
Goodridge says he lets Andre out two or three times
a day to mingle with the wild seals. Except for the
mating season, that is. Andre has a tendency to fight for
his lady — or ladies — during those 14 to 21 days, so
Goodridge limits him to two or three brief flings until
life among the seals returns to normal.
Supporting a seal is not inexpensive. Andre eats a lot
of fish. Visitors pay no admission charge, but, says
Goodridge, “a bucket is passed for donations, and that’s
the way he survives.”
Goodridge also nets a modest income from the book
he wrote about Andre. He no longer receives royalties on
the original hard-cover or paperback version of A Seal
Called Andre, each of which sold about 100,000 copies,

Harry Goodridge greets Andre on his arrival in
Maine in 1976.
but a later children’s version of the book has brought
him about $1,400 for each of the past two years. “It’s
nothing I could retire on, but it helps with expenses,” h
says.
And Goodridge is going to be needing that help for i
while. Andre, as the life of a seal goes, has only reached
middle age. The average life span is 45.

Moving up — Andre the seal will be moved to Camden this spring after
Camden officials agreed to pay a hefty pile of cash for the mackerel-eating
tourist attraction.

Seal To Settle In Camden
Closer To C of C Office
by David Walker, AENS

Camden town officials have an
nounced a move to withdraw $200,OCX)
from the general fund to purchase An
dre the seal and move him into
Camden Harbor this summer.
The surprise move came after a
meeting between Camden officials,
Rockport officials, the seal’s owner
Harry Goodridge, and the RockportCamden-Lincolnville Chamber of
Commerce.
“What it boils down to is that we’re
sick and tired of telling people where
the seal is and what time he eats,” said
a chamber representative.
Rockport officials echoed the con
cern, saying that the chamber isn’t do
ing a very good job of it anyway. “We
have people getting lost and cruising
around Amsbury Hill looking for the
harbor,” said a Rockport police of
ficial. “1 don’t want to even get into

the parking problems that seal has
caused over the years,” he continued.
According to those in the know, the
move will occur when Andre takes his
annual swim up the coast from his
wintertime haven with the lady seals in
a Connecticut aquarium. The cage will
be moved up the bay by attaching an
outboard motor to it and steaming out
to Indian Point and back up to
Camden Harbor.
Camden officials said the purchase
will draw additional summer tourism
to Camden. “Just what we need,” said
one town official. Prock Marine will
dredge an additional area in the harbor
to accommodate the seal’s cage, and
possibly tell at least two of the
schooner captains to “find accom
modations elsewhere,” said one select
man.
Andre couldn’t be reached for com
ment, but his owner said that “he’ll go
anywhere the food is.”

Andre Heading Home
ROCKPORT — May flowers are
blooming and phoebes are calling, but
spring doesn’t officially arrive in the
Midcoast until Andre the Seal returns.
And the town’s “honorary
harbormaster” is scheduled to begin his
celebrated spring swim home today
(Tuesday).
Andre will take to the waves off
Provincetown, Mass., after being flown
from the Mystic, Connecticut, Marine
Life Aquarium — where he spent a
leisurely winter entertaining
aquarium-goers.
“We hope that he’ll come home as fast
as he did last year,” Thalice Goodridge
said Monday.
Andre made the trip from Provin
cetown in a record four days, four hours
in 1984. It has taken the famed seal up to
a couple of weeks to make his spring
voyage Downeast.
“We’ll be waiting for phone calls,”

Thalice Goodridge said, from sealsighters along the route to Rockport
Harbor. “Sometimes the weather is
bad,” she noted, explaining that Andre’s
departure time is not firmly estab
lished.
A feature-writer with the Washington
Post and NBC television crews will be
following Andre’s progress this year,
Mrs. Goodridge noted, attesting to the
popularity of the 24-year-old local celeb
rity.
This is Andre’s 25th summer, but
“Harry’s been down to see him this
winter,” Thalice Goodridge said Mon
day, and the seal seems to be in top
shape for his annual swim.
“He seems to be the king down there,”
she said of Andre’s status at the Mystic
aquarium.
Andre’s trainer, Harry Goodridge, set
off for Provincetown Monday morning,
according to Goodridge’s wife, Thalice.

"The Old Seal and the Man
By Lloyd Grove
Washington Post Staff Writer

PROVINCETOWN, Mass., April
23—Andre the seal, performing a
personal rite of spring, slipped into
the waters off Cape Cod today for a
230-mile voyage home. Attempting
his 10th "formal swim” to his Rock
port, Maine, rookery, he got a sendoff normally reserved for a Charles
Lindbergh—even though it looked
at first like he didn’t want to go.
The swim will surely be one of his
last, because Andre, at 24, is an old
seal.
On a sandy beach beside the
Provincetown wharf, where a
crowd of about 50 well-wishers had
gathered to see him off, the 232pound harbor seal wriggled labori
ously seaward, stopping to gaze
moistly at half a dozen photograph
ers in his path.
A “It’s out that way," coaxed his
owner, Harry Goodridge. waving

vaguely toward Maine. But Andre,
his fat frame the shape of procras
tination, didn’t budge. “You don’t
mean to say all these people are
bugging you?” Goodridge chided.
“You’ve got it all over them in
weight—just mow ’em out of the
way.”
Finally, at 12:40 p.m., Andre did
just that, plopping into the water
and paddling a single length of the
beach before diving behind a pier
and disappearing into the hazy ho
rizon. If he hugs the shore, as
seems to be his preference, Andre’s
route will take him through Cape
Cod Bay, into Massachusetts Bay,
around Cape Ann, into the Gulf of
Maine and finally to Penobscot Bay
and home. In the past he has cov
ered the distance in as little as
three days and as much as two
weeks.
"Keep going, old Andre,” a mistyeyed1 Goodridge said after the emSee ANDRE, BI I, Col 3

Andre the seal will swim from Cape Cod to his home in Rockport, Maine.
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barcation, hoisting a stiff martini at a
local Chinese restaurant. “Swim well.
I hope he makes it.”
The life expectancy of the harbor
seal, a common Atlantic species
known as Phoca vitulina, is not much
beyond 30, although a few have been
known to live into their forties.
This morning Andre was flown by
private plane, a press plane giving
chase, to Provincetown from Mystic,
Conn., where he spends his winters
eating and sleeping at the Mystic Ma
rine Life Aquarium. A platoon of news
gatherers, including an NBC camera
crew, was on hand to chronicle the
adventure, a journey fraught with dan
ger—killer whales, great white
sharks—and unpredictable in outcome.
“How would you feel if he never
came back?” Goodridge was asked as
Andre swam out of sight.
"No comment,” he muttered, star
ing at the folds in his baby-blue wind-

breaker. Then, ‘1 have great faith in
that animal, absolute faith when he's
in the ocean. He knows what the hell
it is.”
Goodridge added that he had to
place a quick call to the Camden Har
bor Inn, a saloon near Rockport,
where patrons were running a $2 bet
ting pool as to Andre’s ETA. “They
won’t even let me bet,” he lamented.
And so the legend lives on, a legend
that has made the seal an institu
tion—not to mention a registered
trademark, with Andre T-shirts, An
dre tote bags and Andre postcards
available at Rockport’s Smiling Cow
gift shop. Indeed, in this fishing village
of 2,800 where Andre was born and
raised, he was recently named the
Chamber of Commerce’s "Citizen of
the Year” and serves as honorary har
bor master.
He is also a public spectacle in Rock
port Harbor, performing tricks nightly
during the summer under Goodridge’s
direction (his Bronx cheer is especially
well received). And occasionally he is a
public nuisance, swamping fishermen’s
dinghies with his penchant for flopping
into them for naps.

He is, according to Maine Gov. Jo
seph Brennan, “our most famous sum
mer resident.”
Brennan found out just how fa
mous—and just how popular, not to
say revered—right after becoming
governor in 1979, when he com
plained to the Maine Press Associa
tion that the seal and his swims re
ceived too much publicity. It took
Brennan years to recover from that
gaffe, which resulted in a storm of
public indignation.
He says he finally “patched things
up with Andre” during his 1982 reelection campaign, when he made an
apologetic pilgrimage to Rockport.
There he got the seal of approval—
and, according to Goodridge, a robust
Bronx cheer.
‘1 consider Andre a supporter,” the
governor says today. “And I found out
that if you don’t give Andre his just
priority, it will come home to get you.”
This May, Goodridge, 69, an erst
while tree surgeon and deep-sea div
er, will mark the 24th year since he
found Andre lost in Rockport Harbor
and snatched the two-day-old pup
from all but certain death.

His first winter, Andre swam away
but returned in the spring. As the
years went on, he continued to grow
restless in the cooler months and sank
too many dinghies in Rockport Har
bor. When Goodridge began to worry
about threats on Andre’s life, he con
ceived the idea of a winter home away
from home.
Andre grew up having free reign
over the Goodridges’ Maine household.
“I did object to his going in the living
room,” says Thalice Goodridge, Har
ry’s wife of four decades. “You could
say I'm a ‘seal widow.’ ”
The Goodridges’ youngest daugh
ter, Toni Lermond, even asked Andre
to be the ring bearer in her wedding
to a local diver four years ago. “The
minister really questioned us about
that,” she says. "He made us fill out a
psychological questionnaire before he
would marry us.”
Andre fulfilled his duty with appro
priate dignity, Lermond reports.
As for Harry Goodridge, “He just
overwhelms me. If he doesn’t come
back, maybe that means he’s gone
back to the wild—and that would suit
me fine.”
>
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Andre peers from cage in
which he was transported
on first leg of journey home.

Andre begins
his swim
to Rockport
MYSTIC, Conn. (AP) — Andre,
the tubby harbor seal who resides
at the Mystic Marinelife Aquari
um each winter, has begun his
annual trek to his summer home.
Andre left Groton Airport on
Tuesday morning and was flown
to Provincetown, Mass., where he
will begin his 230-mile swim to
Rockport, Maine, aquarium
spokeswoman Silvia Pascoe said.
It usually takes Andre about
six days to return to Maine, al
though two years ago he com
pleted his trip in a record four
days, four hours. No one follows
the seal, but his route is mon
itored by spotters who telephone
either the aquarium or Andre’s
owner and trainer, Harry Good
ridge.
Goodridge decided to keep
Andre at the aquarium in south
eastern Connecticut four years
ago to keep the gregarious seal
from swamping fishermen’s boats
in Rockport Harbor during tlr
winter. Goodridge found Andi
as an abandoned pup 24 yer
ago.
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Andre’s on the road again
Andre, the famed harbor seal who winters at Mystic
Marine Life Aquarium, Conn., peers from his cage
after he was made ready for a plane trip to Provin
cetown, Mass., where he will be released. Andre is

expected to make the remaining 230 miles to Rock
port Harbor, Maine, by himself. He’ll spend the
summer in Rockport and will then be brought back
to Mystic, Conn, for wintering.
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Andre
seals
his fate
By MOLLY BENJAMIN
SPECIAL WRITER

PROVINCETOWN - The boys in
Rockport, Maine, can begin to make
their bets at the Camden Harbor Inn.
Andre sealed the deal by finally slid
ing into the cold blue waters of Cape
Cod Bay yesterday.
Andre is the harbor seal who has
summered in Rockport Harbor all his
life. In recent years, his human bud
dy, Harry Goodridge, has flown him
to Provincetown from his winter
quarters in Mystic, Conn., saving An
dre some of the long homeward
swim.
The boys in Rockport always form
a little pool, Goodridge said. The win
ner’s job is to name the hour and day
of his return. So far, Andre has al
ways completed the trip.
Yesterday, five husky fellows car
ried Andre and his cage down the
beach just west of Cabral’s Wharf.
Their faces were beet-red from the
exertion.
Goodridge opened his cage, but the
big spotted harbor seal didn’t exactly
leap toward freedom. He was down
right tentative: He sniffed, he slid a
little bit, and then he headed in the
direction of the bay.
He stopped once at the line of
seaweed formed at high tide and sim
ply lay there. Perhaps he was enjoy
ing his 15 minutes of media fame —
among the crowd of reporters and
cameramen were representatives
from the Washington Post and NBC.
Andre actually flashed his teeth in
a smile for the cameras. No question
about it, he’s a ham.
“It’s that way, Andre,” Goodridge
said, gesturing toward the water.
Good thing Andre’s English isn’t
very good — Goodridge was pointing
toward Rhode Island. Cape Cod’s ge
ography can be confusing.
Four or five bursts of movement
later, Andre reached the water. One
flipper in, then the next. He went
about immersion in the cold water
cautiously, like any sane person — or
seal — would do at this time of year.
About 40 people watched. Rena Ja
STAFF PHOTO BY SHERWOOD LANDERS
son, a native of Provincetown who
had been unloading beer from a truck Andre the seal heads for Cape Cod Bay as his trainer, Harry
at a nearby restaurant, took a break Goodridge, left, onlookers and TV crews stand by. The seal yester
See ANDRE, Page 2

day began his annual swim from Provincetown to Rockport Harbor,
Maine.

<

...Andre takes the plunge
From Page 1
from work to watch. “Pretty neat,”
she said. “I had no idea he was so
big.”
“Now, wiggle that rear end, An
dre,” Goodridge called.
Andre finally made the plunge,
though it was more like a slither. He
swam off toward the Boatslip res
taurant at first. Then he reversed,
slipped under Cabral’s Wharf and
was gone.
“Provincetown has an uncluttered
harbor,” Goodridge said. He said
that’s one reason for flying Andre
here, cutting his swim to Rockport
down to about 230 miles.
Andre has been with Goodridge for
24 years now; they’ve been together
since Andre was two days old.

Goodridge stood wearing a gold hat
and a blue windbreaker that matched
his blue eyes. “I always wonder if
he’ll get there,” he said. “I have ab
solute faith in him. He knows the
ocean — we don’t. His knowledge
overwhelms me. It always has.”
Andre is 24. Harbor seals live for
about 40 years in captivity, according
to Goodridge. One such seal kept in
Dallas recently lived until the age of
45.
Andre hit the water at 12:40 p.m.
yesterday, and the boys at the Cam
den Harbor Inn have undoubtably be
gun to lay their bets. Goodridge said
that it took Andre four days last year,
and six days the years before that.
“He’s getting older but better,”
Goodridge smiled.

Andre Watch:
No Sighting
ROCKPORT — After three days,
Harry Goodridge had still received
no calls reporting sightings of Andre
the Seal.
“We’ve always heard before this,”
Goodridge, Andre’s trainer, said
Friday, a note of worry evident in his
voice.
Last year, when the local celebrity
completed his annual swim from
Provincetown, Mass., in a record
four days, Goodridge heard status
reports each of the first two days.
“I’m always concerned,’’
Goodridge acknowledged, when
Andre is homeward bound on his
own. Still, the town’s honorary
harbormaster was in top shape for
traveling midday Tuesday — when
his trip began.
“He was fine,” Goodridge said.
“Andre’s trainer admitted he could
do without all the publicity the famed
seal’s swim generates each year. But
— before concluding the phone call in
case seal-sighters should be trying to
get through — Goodridge did note one
result of this year’s trip: "Andre put
Governor Brennan in the Washington
Post.”
Goodridge remarked that a sub
stantial portion of the recently
published story was devoted to the
governor’s impressions of one of the
state’s most popular dignitaries.
How did Andre react when he met
his trainer in Provincetown Tues
day?
“He just looked happy,” Goodridge
recalled.
At last report Friday, Andre’s pen
in Rockport Harbor remained empty
and waiting.

black
cat
I

Many people are breathing easier now that Andre
the Seal is back at his summer home in Rockport
Harbor. Perhaps because he swam from Cape Cod to
Rockport in record time last year, there was concern
when it took him more than a week to show up in these
parts. No doubt with the fine weather, he did a little
sightseeing along the way; he even took in Camden
before meeting his mentor Harry Goodridge. The
media often is criticized for presenting nothing but bad
news — which is far from correct because there is a
winner in every story on the sports page — so it should
be noted that a national television news crew was sent
to Rockport to record Andre’s return home. Our
reader, who keeps us posted on local doings reported
in The Washington Post, sent a clipping from the April
24 edition in which a Post staff writer reported on
Andre’s departure from Provincetown. A press plane
had followed Andre from Mystic, Ct., where he spent
the winter at a large aquarium, to cover the 10th
annual swim home for the now-230-pound, 24-year-old
seal. It is reassuring to find so much concern for an
animal because sometimes we getting the feeling that
people only care about themselves.

Andre
arrives home
K ;r i-

1 ROCKPORT (AP) - Andre the
seal enjoyed a well-deserved rest
Tuesday at his summer home — a
pen in Rockport harbor — after wind
ing up his annual 230-mile swim from
Cape Cod, Mass.
The 24-year-old harbor seal arrived
in Rockport around dinner time
Monday, and was promptly greeted
by his trainer and chief admirer,
Harry Goodridge. They shook hands
and Andre gave Goodridge a big kiss.
This year’s swim took roughly six
days and three hours, a time Good
ridge says is “about average.” Last
year, Andre made it in slightly over
four days.
Andre had been flown to Prov
incetown, Mass., last Tuesday from
Connecticut, where he spends the
winter at the Mystic aquarium.
In the summer, Andre performs
tricks for tourists at Rockport, which J

Andre Arrives Home
SEAL, From Cl

“He swam in and fell right asleep,”
said his owner, Harry Goodridge,
who announced that Andre’s nightly
performances in the harbor—his
tricks include an impressive Bronx
cheer—will commence this evening.
“I don’t know if there’ll be an audi
ence. I’ll have him do them anyway,
if just for my own amusement.”
Andre was first spotted at 2 p.m.
in Camden Harbor, about two miles
north of his destination.
Goodridge was informed of the
sighting by phone and sped by truck
to Camden to confirm it.
“My friend Bud Chater spotted him
first, and took me out in his power
boat to see him,” Goodridge said. “It
was Andre, all right, swimming up at
the head of the harbor to about 20
feet off shore. I called him over and

told him to give me a kiss. I leaned
over and he did. His whiskers tickle,
too.”
Yesterday’s arrival came six days
and four hours after Andre’s depar
ture from Provincetown at 12:40
p.m. EST. That, Goodridge said, will
be the official time for bettors who
have been guessing at Andre’s ETA.
Goodridge, 69, an erstwhile tree
surgeon and salvage diver, said he
had been beside himself with worry
over Andre’s whereabouts. This
"formal swim” to Rockport, his 10th,
marked the longest time he had ever
gone without being seen in transit.
Andre, who will be 24 in May, is an
old seal—which compounded Goo
dridge’s concern.
“That damn thing about not hear
ing from him was the worst,” Good
ridge said. “He could have at least
sent me a post card or called me col
lect—anything.”
J

Snit Will Travel
are in a snit because of something
we’ve done. One more snit is not
going to hurt us. Besides, if the
president has to choose between a
German tantrum and the feelings
of American ex-GIs and victims of
the Holocaust, then let him live
with the snit.”
“It’s not just a German snit we
have to worry about,” I told her.
"We also have to concern
ourselves with Chancellor Kohl’s
political future. If the president
doesn’t go to the cemetery,
Kohl’s Christian Democrats will
have a problem winning a May
12th election in North RhineWestphalia.”
“Are you trying to tell me a
local German election is the
reason Reagan insists on going to
Bitburg against the advice of
everyone from the American
Legion to the survivors of the
Nazis’ death camps?”
“It’s not just the Westphalia
election. The president owes Kohl
a lot.”
“Why does he owe Kohl?”
"Because the chancellor took
our Pershing missiles.”
“How can the president owe
Kohl for accepting our missiles?
They are in Germany to protect
him as much as they are to
protect us,” Sylvia said.

“It’s not just the missiles,” I
said patiently. “Kohl has also
spoken out strongly for ‘Star
Wars.’ The president thinks he’s a
real neat guy.”
Sylvia said, “I don’t know Kohl,
but if he’s such a real neat guy
why doesn’t he let Reagan off the
hook by finding him someplace
else to go besides a cemetery
where Nazis are buried?”
“As I understand it the SS
soldiers buried at Bitburg were
not real Nazis, but just kids
drafted into the service.”
“Who said that?”
“Chancellor Kohl. You must
remember, he has a lot more to
lose than Mr. Reagan if the
president doesn’t visit Bitburg."
Sylvia said, "I wouldn’t be too
sure of that.”
I tried to be as diplomatic as
possible. “I don’t think it’s your
duty or mine to tell the president
of the United States what
cemeteries he should visit and
what ones he should skip. After
all, he has very qualified staff in
the White House who do nothing
but tell him what’s good for him
and what isn’t.”
"Oh yeah? So where were they
when Reagan needed them?”
© 1985, Los Angeles Times Syndicate
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He’s Home!
Andre Does
It Again
The Old Seal
Swims Back to Maine
By Lloyd Grove
Washington Post Staff Writer

Andre the seal came home yes
terday—a cause for rejoicing from
the Rockport, Maine, household of
his owner to the Augusta, Maine,
office of his governor.
“This is absolutely delightful,”
declared Gov. Joseph Brennan. “All
of Maine is most pleased that our
most famous summer resident is
back. It’s a clear indication that
summer in Maine is now starting
up.”
The 23-year-old harbor seal, who
winters at the Mystic Marinelife
Aquarium in Connecticut and sum
mers in Maine, where he was born
and raised, entered the waters off
Provincetown, Mass., April 23 for
his 230-mile rite of passage to
Rockport. He hadn’t been heard
from until yesterday. As a score of
fans cheered his return and an NBC
camera crew preserved the event
for posterity, Andre entered his pen
n Rockport Harbor at 6:12 p.m.
See SEAL, C8, Col. 1
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Seal slowing down,
but swims back home
ROCKPORT — Andre the seal is
slowing down in his old age.
The town’s honorary harbor
master enjoyed sunshine and
warm temperatures on his first
full day home Tuesday, after a
week-long, 230-mile journey from
Massachusetts to Maine. Last year,
he made the trip at a record pace
of four days.
In 1961, Andre’s trainer, Harry
Goodridge, rescued the 3-day-oId
seal pup from a ledge on the Maine
coast, and from that has grown
what biologists call a remarkable
friendship.
For the past four years, Andre
has spent the winter at the Mystic
Marine-Life Aquarium in Connect
icut and has been set free in the
spring at Cape Cod, Mass., for his
swim up the coast.

NEW JERSEY

Buyer pays $85,000
for town with ZIP
GLASSER — A buyer found
after a year’s search is paying
$85,000 for Glasser and getting a
75-by-100-foot town, three cot
tages and a ZIP code. In fact, since
Glasser never officially even be

came a town, it is 07837 that gives
it real zip.
“Guess I’ll have a new land
lord,” said Postmaster Elmer
Hobbs, who runs his one-man
operation from a room in one of
the cottages 35 miles west of New
York City.
Last week, a Hoboken resident
signed a purchase agreement to
buy the property’ for $85,000, said
Stew Rusby, co-owner of ERA
Aero Rusby Real Estate.

THE REGION
• IN NEWARK. N.J., authori
ties evacuated part of an airport
terminal Monday after a worker
found an explosive device aboard a
People Express jet that had just
arrived from Orlando, police said
Tuesday. Officer James Leski said
the explosive was a “hand grenade
simulator," used to train explo
sives experts.
• IN RIVERHEAD, N.Y., Do
lores Young, 49, of Long Island,
who shot and killed her husband
after years of mental and physical
abuse, was sentenced Tuesday to
five years probation.
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The NBC camera crew visited The Smiling Cow in Camden to check out its
complete line of Andre souvenirs.
Sharon Goodspeed

Andre Returns While
NBC Cameras Roll
by Beth Crichlow

Fame may have its burdens, but Andre
the seal, Rockport’s honorary harbor
master and leading celebrity, appeared to
be thoroughly enjoying the media blitz sur
rounding his annual 230-mile swim from
Provincetown, Mass., to his Rockport Har
bor summer home.
While an NBC camera crew stood by, the
24-year-old seal swam into his harbor pen
shortly after 6 p.m. on Monday night, a lit
tle too late to make that evening’s edition of
the NBC Nightly News. Andre, who left
Provinceton at 12:40 p.m. last Tuesday,
completed the swim in just over six days,
two days longer than last year’s.record time
of four days and four hours.
Andre’s trainer and best friend, Harry
Goodridge, said Andre appeared to be in
good shape and happy to be home,
although understandably tired. “He can
hardly keep his eyes open,” said Goodridge
while the NBC crew filmed its final shots on
Monday evening.
The Andre lookout began on the
weekend when NBC correspondent Fred
Briggs and a two-person camera crew arriv
ed in town on Saturday to begin their vigil
When Andre failed to appear by Sunday,
Briggs had to return to Boston for another
story assignment, but his crew remained
behind, soaking up local atmosphere and
stopping by The Smiling Cow to document
their complete line of Andre books,
T-shirts, postcards and stuffed animals.
Meanwhile, Andre went unspotted dur
ing his swim up the coast until Monday
morning, when Bud Chater called

Goodridge to say he had sighted the
232-pound seal in — of all places —
Camden Harbor.
“1 guess he believed that gag story,” said
Goodridge, referring to a Camden Herald
April Fool’s day story that reported Andre
would be making his home in Camden as of
that summer. Goodridge hurried over to
Camden and confirmed Chater’s sighting.
A small crowd gathered on the edge of the
Rockport Harbor as word of Andre’s
return (and perhaps the presence of camera
crew) spread. The final, completed segment
ran on Tuesday night’s edition of the net
work news.
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Development Foundation receives loan
By ROBYN ADDERLEY

The Development Foundation of
the Bahamas, on Thursday, received
a loan from 10 churches in New
Providence for the development in
the social and econmic areas of the
community.
“The churches represented here to
day,” were the opening remarks of
Shervin Thompson, vice president
for the Development Foundation,
“are cognisant of the fact that the Bi
ble says that ‘The poor will always
be with them’. So in order to im
prove the lot the poorman, these
churches have together to make a
special contribution to the Devel
opment Foundation of the Bahamas
in the form of an interest free loan
for five years.” The group consists of
the following churches; Salem BaD-

tist Church, St. John’s Baptist
Church, Zion Baptist Church, Bethel
Baptist Church, St. Agnes Anglican
Church, Trinity Methodist Church,
St. Andrew’s Presbyterian Kirk,
Wesley Methodist Church, St. Fran
cis and Mission Baptist Church.
These churches are located west of
Collins Avenue and north of Wulff
Road.
The group is headed is Rev. Saun
ders and each church has pledged
$3,000, half of which was presented
on Thursday, and the other half will
be presented in six months.
“Churches in the Bahamas have been
only dealing with the spiritual aspect
of the human being. They are aware
that the whole man needs to be ca
tered to. The churches have recently

CHURCHES LEND MONEY — Ten churches have
united to lend the Development Foundation of the Ba
hamas $30,000, of which one half of it was presented
on Thursday to the vice president, Shervin Thomp-

been accused of not doing what they
should have done. This is a practical
demonstration that the church is
doing its job and they are continu
ing to do their job. They are devoted
to helping the whole man and they
are making this economic contribu
tion to help improvehis lot.”
These funds will go into the foun
dation Loan Fund and will be used
specifically for small projects in
New Providence. The foundation is a
non-profit economic development
agency whose primary objective is
to assist the small business man with
technical assistance by providing
him with business skills and to pro
vide him with funds that are not nec
essarily available from a bank.

Rev. Charles Saunders and Rev. Timothy Stewar’.
Pictured from left standing are: Andrew Edwards,
executive director of the Foundation; Canon William
Thompson; Rev. Nymphas Edwards; Rev. William 1.
Boand and Julian Grant-Kinneas.
hv
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The foundation hopes, by this ex
ample from the church, the general
public, private and business sectors
will start people reacting to the foun
dation because that way, they could
go on and continue trying to help
some of the poor of the community.
Also present at the presentation
was Rev. Charles Saunders who also
had a few words to say, “Early in
this year, some eight pastors of the
churches in the area bounded on the
north by Bay Street, the south by
Wulff Road, the west by Nassau
Street and the east by East Street,
decided that the church has always
contributed to the social and eco
nomical development of the commu
nity on a demoninational level, we
are not here to forth come as a
group to make a substantial contri
bution to the social and economical
development of the community.”
Rev. Saunders said that the church
stands accused for not contributing
to the economic welfare of the coun
try as a whole. “Of course, this has
never been the case. The church has
always played its part in the social
development of th^ country by con
tributing to its elderly members and I
by giving food programmes and oth
er worthy causes, such as helping
the unfortunate children to buy their
uniforms. We have always helped
and so we are not concerned about
being accused for not having contrib
uted as we should. Our contribution
at this time is tangible evidence of
this seroiusness with which we view
the employment situation.”
On the topic of how they would
help the government to overcome the
present problems which are present
ly harming the community he said,
“We intend to demonstrate through
the government that we are engaged
in a partnership with them in trying
to remove the economic detravation
that presently prevails particularly
in the immediate community of our
churches. We intend to let the public
know that the church stands togeth
er, we are not devided amoung de
moninational lines, there are no bar
riers dividing us. We are one in
Christ and can come together when
the time comes to demonstrate to the
community our oneness.”
Feeling that if the church can
•aise enough money to give a loan at
i non-interest rate, Rev. Saunders
feels that the business sector should
also be able to do the same. “We
also intend to approach the cor
porate business community in the
same catchment area to ask them to
match our $30,000. If the church can
do it, surely they can do it because
the church is not the big business,
they are.”

Pharmacists should educate
consumers about prescriptions
DEAR ANN LANDERS: Your col
umn is probably the greatest single
educational tool in the world. I hope
that on behalf of the public you will
rap the knuckles of a great many
physicians and pharmacists.
As a senior nursing student, I have
heard time and time again, “My doc
tor didn’t tell me the side effects of
my medicines.” Not only do people

_ ANN
- LANDERS
not know the side effects, they don’t
know what other drugs and foods to
avoid while taking a medication, and
other relevant information.
Sure, they should ask their physi
cian Of pharmacist, but most people
are too intimidated, too sick or un
aware that they should ask.
Please remind physicians and
pharmacists of the importance of
taking the time to educate consum
ers when giving them prescriptions.
Thank you. — Soon-To-Be-RN
DEAR SOON-TO-BE. Thank you,
for a letter that I hope will be reacj
carefully by one and all. Entirely to
many people are taking too muc
medicine about which they know
very little, or nothing at all.
Since many patients (and
drugstore customers) are reluctant
to ask questions for fear of ap
pearing ignorant, it is the responsibi
lity of the physician and the pharma
cist to explain what the medicine is
supposed to do, side effects that may
occur, and encourage them to phone
if they suspect they are in trouble.
People should be warned against
drinking alcohol (beer IS alcohol),
smoking pot or using recreational
drugs while taking medication. Also,
they should inquire whether it is safe
to drive a car or operate machinery.
One’s vision, sense of timing and
depth perception are often impaired
by medication. Be aware!
DEAR ANN LANDERS: I am 20
and single. My boyfriend, “Bob,” is
29, divorced and has two kids.
Last week I heard from three peo
ple that Bob might be the father of
another little girl. I am sick about it
because Bob never mentioned this.
When I told him what I had heard he
admitted it was possible. Bob has
never seen the child nor does he
want to. I found this surprising be
cause he is very sweet and generous
to his little daughters.
I’ve heard several people say there
is a definite question as to whether
the two girls are his. Bob’s ex-wife
was the type who slept with every
body. The kids don’t look like him at
all. When I asked him to get some
blood tests, he refused.
I am so confused because I love
Bob and he loves me. If someday we
marry and have children, I don’t

think it is fair that he should pay
child support for the next 10 years
for children that may not be his. He
says I’m selfish and maybe I am,
but I am only trying to look into the
future, and what I see ahead is a lot
of trouble. I told him I didn’t want to
have anything more to do with him.
But I know he won't stay away from
me. I love him so much but I don’t
know what to do. — Chambersburg,
Pa.
DEAR PA.: Get some counseling
before you make any definite deci
sions about marriage. If you ignore
reason and follow your heart you’re
sure to regret it. You need the emo
tional support that comes with know
ing you have the ability to separate
fantasy from reality. At the moment
you sound extremely confused.
It’s not always easy to recognize
love, especially the first time
around. Acquaint yourself with the
guidelines. Read Ann Landers’ book
let, “Love or Sex and How to Tell the
Difference.” For a copy, mail 50
cents and a long, self-addressed en
velope with your request to Ann
Landers, P.O. Box 11995, Chicago, Il
linois 60611.

'Andre back home
following
week-long swim
ROCKPORT, Maine (UPI) —
Andre the seal is slowing down in his
old age.
The town’s honorary harbormaster
enjoyed sunshine and warm temper
atures on his first full day home
Tuesday, following a week-long, 230mile journey from Massachusetts to
Maine.
Last year, he made the trip at a
record-setting pace of four days.
Despite the slow return time, the
232-pound Andre was reported in
good shape. His trainer and best
friend, Harry Goodridge, began put
ting the 24-year-old seal through a
his repertoire of tricks, to the
amusement of children and visitors
to the coastal community.
» ,
In 1981, Goodridge rescued the 3day-old seal pup from a ledge on the
Maine coast, and from that has
grown what biologists call a remark
able friendship.
For the past four years; Andre has
spent the winter at the Mystic Ma
rine-life Aquarium in Connecticut
and has been set free in the spring
on Cape Cod in Massachusetts for his
swim up the New England coast.
The seal was spotted about 22
miles south of Rockport early Mon
day, and by early afternoon, he was
visiting people in nearby Camden
Harbor.
Goodridge spent the remainder of
the afternoon tracking down the seal
and by nightfall, Andre as back in
Rockport feasting on a fish dinner.
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Andre the seal back in Rockport
Associated Press
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ROCKPORT, Maine — Andre the seal enjoyed a well-deserved
rest Tuesday at his summer home — a pen in Rockport harbor —
after winding up his annual 230-mile swim from Cape Cod, Mass.
The 24-year-old harbor seal arrived in Rockport around dinner
time Monday, and was promptly greeted by his trainer and chief
admirer, Harry Goodridge. They shook hands and Andre gave
Goodridge a big kiss.
Before long, a small crowd of Andre’s fans showed up at the
harbor to watch Goodridge lead the seal through a few of his
tricks.
This year’s swim took roughly six days and three hours, a time
Goodridge says is “about average.” Last year, Andre made it in
slightly over four days.
In past years, Andre’s progress has been relayed by fishermen
and boaters who spotted him along his route. But this time,
Goodridge got no word about his pal until he showed up in Camden,
a few miles from home.

Wisconsin Schoolchildren Start
“Fan Club’’ For Andre The Seal
by Lauralee Clayton
Yes, Anne, Andre the seal is alive and
well and swimming in Rockport Harbor.
Anne Levy, a second grader at the
Washington School in Wauwatosa, Wis.,
and eight of her classmates sent a thick
packet of letters to The Camden Herald this
past week, asking for more information
about Rockport’s leading citizen.
The children first learned about Andre
from a short story on the seal that appeared
in their school text. The children’s teacher,
Nancy Anderson, said her students were
immediately smitten with Andre, but
weren’t sure if he was still alive. So they
decided to write Andre’s trainer, Harry
Goodridge, but lacking his address, settled
for the Herald.

“Would you send us some photos or
pichors in the newspaper of her? Please
write back!” wrote Nicole R. “P.S. How
did Andre know where to swim the first
time she went?”
Ryan J. Kober wanted to know if

Goodridge had “found Andre’s Mom yet.”
“Do you think you and your family
could come to visit sometime and bring An
dre too?” asked Tate Allen. “Save the
envelope so you know whar our school is.”
The children’s letters are being forward
ed to Goodridge. As of press time, Andre
had not yet decided whether to accept
Tate’s invitation.
Any readers who want to share Andre
stories with the children are encouraged to
write them c/o Nancy Anderson, Room 25,
The Washington School, 2156 N. 68th St.,
Wauwatosa, Wis. 53213. They would be
delighted to hear from you.
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The Andre Show

Andre the seal performs for waterfront fans in
Rockport most afternoons. His trainer Harry
Goodridge feeds the 24-year-old harbor seal at

time and then puts his old friend through
his paces, including blowing a whistle and fling
ing a ball through a hoop.

that

Cataracts dim Andre’s sight but don’t dampen his spirit
By FRANCIS X. QUINN
Associated Press Writer

Ic? %

ROCKPORT (AP) - Andre the
Seal, whose harbor tricks and coastal
migrations have entertained tourists
for two decades, is virtually blind

with cataracts but is otherwise
healthy and the show should go on,
say his trainer and his veterinarian.
“Obviously, the sight had been de
teriorating for a while,” said veteri
narian Victor J. Steinglass, who
believes the seal made his annual

Associated Press

Trainer Harry Goodridge with Andre the Rockport seal.

swim up the New England coast from
Cape Cod this spring in almost total
darkness.
“He obviously made it almost blind
this year,” he said. “He’s made it
with really minimal eyesight.”
Though impaired, the 24-year-old
seal continues to put on a daily af
ternoon exhibition at Rockport
Harbor with trainer Harry Good
ridge.
“He can see shadows. He probably
sees a little bit better under water
than above water,” Steinglass said.
Treatment is untried, he said, be
cause seals continue to navigate ably,
“still catching fish, still mating, still
having live pups.”
“He can do very well with them.”
Steinglass said.
Andre winters in Connecticut at the

Mystic Marine Life Aquarium, where
his sight problems “became more no
ticeable this spring before he left,”
said spokeswoman Laura Kezer.
“Where it became really obvious
was when Harry got him home,”
after the seal’s six-day swim from
Provincetown on Cape Cod to Rock
port, she said.
“Once in a while, he catches a flash
of something,” Goodridge said after
Wednesday’s show, which drew more
than 100 spectators and packed the
tiny municipal parking lot with cars
from as far away as Washington.
But for the most part, Goodridge
said, Andre “won’t follow a fish in
front of his face.”
“If I throw something out and it
just lays there, he can't find it,” the

trainer said. “But if it’s moving, he
could.”
Goodridge said Andre’s sight prob
lems have prompted changes in the
daily show. No longer does the tubby
seal, weighing more than 230 pounds,
jump cleanly through hoops, he said.
And a basketball shooting trick now
holds more suspense than it once did.
But there are no plans to end
Andre’s career by halting the annual
swim or closing the shows, according
to Goodridge and Steinglass.
“I’ll get a lot of flak if I let him go
again, but he was blind when he came
back this spring,” said Goodridge, 69.
Steinglass said retirement would
serve no purpose; the shows are in
the seal's blood.
“Whether he has vision or not, he’s
happy to do them,” the veterinarian

said. “I think he’s happier doing
them than not doing them.”
“One of things that impressed me
the most, is this seal is very content
with his life. It's not exploitation at
all. The seal is very happy to do what
he’s doing,” Steinglass added.
Steinglass said many seals share
Andre’s affliction. "Cataracts are
very common in seals,” he said.
“They are even more common in
captive seals.”
Steinglass said “the one who knows
the most about how well Andre sees
is Harry," but Goodridge said he
can’t explain how his partner gets
around.
“My stock answer to that is: I’ve
asked him and he won’t tell me,”
Goodridge said.

Associated Press

What a trouper!
Trainer Harry Goodridge visits with Andre the performing seal,
whose summer shows for tourists in Rockport, Maine, have been
an institution for two decades. Andre is virtually blind with cataracts
but is otherwise healthy and the shows continue to go on.

Poge 4-A_____ *______EXPRESS-NEWS, San Antonio, Texas, Friday, July 5, 1985
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Knifings,
blasts hit
riot town
Reuters Service

NEW DELHI, India - Two peo
ple were stabbed to death and explo
sions shook a town in Gujarat Thurs
day as its state premier met with
government officials in a bid to end
the violence that has killed more
than 200 people in three months.
The Press Trust of India said five
others were injured in knife attacks
in Baroda during a six-hour curfew
relaxation, the first after five days.
It said two explosions hit Baroda
Wednesday night and two more early
Thursday. Police reported no bomb
casualties and no one claimed re
sponsibility for the blasts in the town
in northwestern India.
The explosions came as Gujarat’s
‘chief minister, Madhavsinh Solanki,
met senior government officials, in
cluding Home Minister S.B. Chavan.
Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi’s
ruling Congress Party summoned
Solanki to the capital Wednesday
amid speculation he might be fired
for failing to stop the violence which
included street battles between Mos
lems and HihuJus.
- Gujarat’s governor, B.K. Nehru,
who has the power to appoint or dis
miss the western state’s chief minisJers, was also called to New Delhi.
The Press Trust said reports from
a committee appointed by Gandhi to
probe the disturbances have criti
cized Solanki for failing to stop them.
• Solanki was summoned to Delhi
Jwo weeks ago and reportedly was
told he would be fired if he did not
stamp out the violence in a fortnight.
The turmoil was sparked by pro.tests over Solanki’s reserving jobs
and college places for lower castes.
Troops were called in and curfews
were clamped on trouble spots.
Solanki announced the job-college
quotas just before he won state elec
tions in March. Student-led protests
forced him to suspend the action.
Reports say protesters are resist
ing plans to reopen schools in Guja
rat next week. The start of the
school year in June was postponed
because of the disturbances.

Andre blind, but seal’s show goes on
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ANDRE THE SEAL GREETS TRAINER HARRY GOODRIDGE
... summer shows on institution for decades in Rockport, Maine

ROCKPORT, Maine (AP) - An
dre the Seal, whose harbor tricks and
coastal migrations have entertained
tourists for two decades, is virtually
blind with cataracts but is otherwise
healthy and the show should go on,
say his trainer and his veterinarian.
“Obviously, the sight had been de
teriorating for a while,” said veteri
narian Victor J. Steinglass, who be
lieves the seal made his annual swim
up the New England coast from
Cape Cod last spring in almost total
darkness.
“He obviously made it almost
blind this year,” he said. “He’s made
it with really minimal eyesight.”
Though impaired, the 24-year-old
seal continues to put on a daily after
noon exhibition at Rockport Harbor
with trainer Harry Goodridge.
“He can see shadows. He probably
sees a little bit better under water
than above water,” Steinglass said.
Treatment is untried, he said, be
cause seals continue to navigate
ably, “still catching fish, still mating,
still having live pups.”
“He can do very well with them.”
Steinglass said.
Andre winters in Connecticut at
the Mystic Marine Life Aquarium,

where his sigty problems “became
more noticeable this spring before he
left,” said spokeswoman Laura
Kezer.
•
“Where it became really obvious
was when Harry got him home,” af
ter the seal’s six-day swim from
Provincetown on Cape Cod to Rock
port, she said.
“Once in a while, he catches a
flash of something,” Goodridge said
after Wednesday’s show, which drew
more than 100 spectators and packed
the tiny municipal parking lot with
cars from as far away as Washing
ton.
But for the most part, Goodridge
said, Andre “won’t follow a fish in
front of his face.”
“If I throw something out and it
just lays there, hfe can’t find it,” the
trainer said. “But if it’s moving, he
could.”
r
Goodridge said Andre’s sight prob
lems have prompted changes in the
daily show. No longer does the tubby
seal, weighing more than 230 pounds,
jump cleanly through hoops, he said.
And a basketball shooting trick now
holds more suspense than it once did.
But there are no plans to end An-

dre’s career by halting the annual
swim or closing the shows, according
to Goodridge and Steinglass.
“I’ll get a lot of flak if I let him go
again, but he was blind when he
came back this spring,” said
Goodridge, 69.
Steinglass said retirement would
serve no purpose; the shows are in
the seal’s blood.
“Whether he has vision or not, he’s
happy to do them,” the veterinarian
said. “I think he’s happier doing
them than not doing them.”
“One of the things that impressed
me the most, is this seal is very con
tent with his life. It’s not exploitation
at all. The seal is very happy to do
what he’s doing,” Steinglass added.
Steinglass said many seals share
Andre’s affliction. “Cataracts are
very common in seals,” he said.
“They are even more common in
captive seals.”
Steinglass said “the one who
knows the most about how well An
dre sees is Harry,” but Goodridge
said he can’t explain how his partner
gets around.
“My stock answer to that is: I’ve
asked him and he won’t tell me,”
Goodridge said.

Give Light and the People Will Find Their Own Way

9lS The
Stuart News

Thomas E. Weber Jr.
Editor

H. Gardner Pate
President, General Manager
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Andre plays as
his sight fades
By United Press International

ROCKPORT, Maine — Andre the Seal, famed
for his harbor antics and annual swims along the
New England coast, is nearly blind from cata
racts but should be able to maintain his playful
lifestyle, his veterinarian says.
The 24-year-old mammal has been going blind
for a while and is unable to see a fish against a
brown deck, veterinarian Victor J. Steinglass
said.
But Andre, whose daily exhibitions in Rockport
Harbor have become a local attraction, can still
see silhouettes and shadows — especially in dim
underwater light.
■‘The water around here only has six or seven
feet visibility anyway, so they don’t need to de
pend on sight as it is,” Steinglass said.
“There are seals out in the wild that have cata
racts and they get along fine. They have pups ev
ery year so they must be doing all right,” Steing
lass said, explaining that seals can fish by feel.
Andre, who winters at the Mystic, Conn.,
Aquarium, is released off Cape Cod every spring
and swims the nearly 200 miles home to Rock
port Harbor.
This year, the seal navigated the voyage al
most blind.
“I saw him this year when he came back and he
was doing quite a bit of leaping,” Steinglass said.
“He knows this is his home and he loves it.”
“I don’t think he’s too aware of the show
thing,” Steinglass said.

Andre the Seal is having problems with his vision, but that hasn’t diminished his
popularity in Rockport, Maine, or his playfulness.
Steinglass said seals adapt to seeing in dim
light when their pupils are dilated.
“We went down at noontime and he couldn’t

see spit. We went back down again at 8 o’clock
and he could see my hand above his head,”
Steinglass said.

AP Laserphoto

Trainer Harry Goodridge visits Andre, the seal.

Show will go on
for blind seal
By FRANCIS X. QUINN
Associated Press Writer

ROCKPORT, Maine (AP)Andre the Seal, whose harbor tricks
and coastal migrations have enter
tained tourists for two decades, is
virtually blind with cataracts but is
otherwise healthy and the show
should go on, say his trainer and his
veterinarian.
“Obviously, the sight had been
deteriorating for a while,” said vet
erinarian Victor J. Steinglass, who
believes the seal made his annual
swim up the New England coast
from Cape Cod this spring in almost
total darkness.
“He obviously made it almost
blind this year,” he said. “He’s
made it with really minimal eye
sight.”
Though impaired, the 24-year-old
seal continues to put on a daily af
ternoon exhibition at Rockport Har
bor with trainer Harry Goodridge.
“He can see shadows. He proba
bly sees a little bit better under
water than above water,” Steing
lass said.
Treatment is untried, he said, be
cause seals continue to navigate
ably, “still catching fish, still mat
ing, still having live pups.”
“He can do very well with them.”
Steinglass said.
Andre winters in Connecticut at
the Mystic Marine Life Aquarium,
where his sight problems “became
more noticeable this spring before
he left,” said spokeswoman Laura
Kezer.
“Where it became really obvious
was when Harry got him home,”
after the seal’s six-day swim from
Provincetown on Cape Cod to Rock
port, she said.
“Once in a while, he catches a
flash of something,” Goodridge
said after Wednesday’s show,
which drew more than 100 specta
tors and packed the tiny municipal

parking lot with cars from as far
away as Washington.
But for the most part, Goodridge
said, Andre “won’t follow a fish in
front of his face.”
“If I throw something out and it
just lays there, he can’t find it,” the
trainer said. “But if it’s moving, he
could.”
Goodridge said Andre’s sight
problems have prompted changes
in the daily show. No longer does
the tubby seal, weighing more than
230 pounds, jump cleanly through
hoops, he said. And a basketball
shooting trick now holds more sus
pense than it once did.
But there are no plans to end
Andre’s career by halting the an
nual swim or closing the shows,
according to Goodridge and Steing
lass.
“I’ll get a lot of flak if I let him go
again, but he was blind when he
came back this spring,” said Good
ridge, 69.
Steinglass said retirement would
serve no purpose; the shows are in
the seal’s blood.
“Whether he has vision or not,
he’s happy to do them,” the veteri
narian said. “I think he’s happier
doing them than not doing them.”
“One of things that impressed me
the most, is this seal is very content
with his life. It’s not exploitation at
all. The seal is very happy to do
what he’s doing,” Steinglass added.
Steinglass said many seals share
Andre’s affliction. “Cataracts are
very common in seals,” he said.
“They are even more common in
captive seals.”
Steinglass said “the one who
knows the most about how well
Andre sees is Harry,” but Good
ridge said he can’t explain how his
partner gets around.
“My stock answer to that is: I’ve
asked him and he won’t tell me,”
Goodridge said.

Sunday, July 14,1935
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Trainer puts seal of approval
on 24-year-old crowd-pleaser
“Once in a while, he catches a flash of something,”
ROCKPORT, Maine (AP) — Andre the Seal, whose
Goodridge said after a recent show, which drew more
harbor tricks and coastal migrations have entertained
tourists for two decades, is virtually blind with
than 100 spectators and packed the tiny municipal
cataracts but is otherwise healthy and the show should
parking lot with cars from as far away as Washington.
go on, say his trainer and his veterinarian.
But for the most part, Goodridge said, Andre
“Obviously, the sight had been deteriorating for a
“won’t follow a fish in front of his face.”
while," said veterinarian Victor J. Steinglass, who
“If I throw something out and it just lays there, he
can’t find it,” the trainer
believes the seal made his
annual swim up the New
said. “But if it’s moving,
England coast from Cape
he could.”
Cod this spring in almost
Goodridge said Andre’s
total darkness.
sight problems have
“He obviously made it
prompted changes in the
almost blind this year,” he
daily show. No longer does
said. “He’s made it with
the tubby seal, weighing
really minimal eyesight.”
more than 230 pounds,
jump cleanly through
Though impaired, the
hoops, he said. And a bas
24-year-old seal continues
ketball shooting trick now
to put on a daily afternoon
holds more suspense than
exhibition at Rockport Har
it once did.
bor with trainer Harry
But there are no plans
Goodridge.
to end Andre’s career by
“He can see shadows.
halting the annual swim or
He probably sees a little
closing the shows, accord
bit better under water than
ing to Goodridge and
above water,” Steinglass
Steinglass.
said.
“I’ll get a lot of flak if I
Treatment is untried, he
let him go again, but he
said, because seals contin
was blind when he came
ue to navigate ably, “still
back this spring,” said
catching fish, still mating,
Goodridge, 69.
still having live pups.”
Steinglass said retire
“He can do very well
ment would serve no pur
with them.” Steinglass
pose; the shows are in the
said.
seal’s blood.
Andre winters in Con
“Whether he has vision
necticut at the Mystic Ma
or not, he’s happy to do
rine Life Aquarium, where
them,” the veterinarian
his sight problems “be
said. “I think he’s happier
came more noticeable this
doing them than not doing
spring before he left,” said
them.”
spokeswoman Laura Kez
“One of things that im
er.
Harry Goodridge visits Andre
pressed me the most, is
“Where it became real
this seal is very content with his life. It’s not
ly obvious was when Harry got him home,” after the
exploitation at all. The seal is very happy to do what
seal’s six-day swim from Provincetown on Cape Cod to
he’s doing,” Steinglass added.
Rockport, she said.
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Maine islands: Easy true
By Sid Moody
AP Newsfeatures Writer

GULF OF MAINE - Here the
long, rocky fingers of headlands and
the probing inlets of the sea arm
wrestle for dominance.
The tides show the evenness of
the struggle. At lows, ledges and
islets emerge. Advantage land. At
highs, the swishing swells bury
them. Advantage sea.
It is the islands of Maine and NewBrunswick where an easy truce
maintains. Outposts of land, hos-

A lobsterman in boat with
perched gulls fishes off the
coast of Maine's Deer Island.

Editor’s Note — AP Newsfea
tures Writer Sid Moody, the
bearded skipper of the 38-toot
wooden sloop "Dixie,’’ charted
his latest course through the
lonely Islands of Down East
Maine and New Brunswick,
stopping frequently along the
way. This is his colorful ac
count of the voyage.

tage to the sea. Some are bare,
skirted with ocean kelp at water's
edge, fringed with lichens and
brambles on top.
These are not the resort islands,
the Nantuckets and Marthas Vine. yards, to the south. The water is too
- cold. They are islands whose char
acter is set by those determined, or
driven, to live on them. Work is
lands. Summer cabin islands. Defi
ant islands. Artists’ islands. Bird
islands. Even seal islands.
Hocks cast in the sea to find their
way. Orphans, maybe, but a com
munity of individuals, too. Very
. much individuals. Not simply lati
tudes and longitudes on a chart
68 degrees 59 minutes West
44 degrees 09.5 minutes North
Robinson Rock, halfway up Penob
scot Bay. Andre was probably born
near here. He is a harbor seal.
Every summer afternoon at 4 he
puts on a show for tourists gathered
along the seawall in nearby Rock
port. Leaps out of the water with a
saucy flip of his tail, plays dead,
puts out a fire, applauds with his
flippers at his antics. Kids love it.
Harry Goodridge trained Andre
since he was a pup.
I d just gTVe him a fish whenev

er he did something clever. Two
things you have to know about seals.
One is they're super intelligent. The
second is they’ll sell their souls for
a fish.”
Andre usually winters in an
aquarium on Cape Cod. In spring,
he's released and always swims
back to Rockport. He made it in six
days this spring even though he has
cataracts. “I asked him how he did
it,” says Goodridge. ' He won’t tell
me.”
Andre summers in a pen. so he
won t climb into skiffs and swamp
them. Or nip at oars of passing
dinghies. Often at night wild seals
swim in from Robinson Rock and
sleep on the platform outside An
dre s pen. Andre has had ample
chance to return to the Rock. But he
doesn't. He's sold his soul for a fish.
66 degrees 50 minutes West
44 degrees 39 minutes North
Some 2,500 people and maybe a
cow or two live on Grand Manan, a
13-mile island at the mouth of the
Bay of Funday just over the U.SCanadian border. Its 300-foot cliffs
are surrounded by shipwrecking
currents, fog, lobsters, scallops and
herring. On a clear day it looks like
a fir-covered ice floe but is in fact
an immense fishing dock. Even its
one agricultural product comes

Andre the seal going south
Andre, an Atlantic harbor seal that swims
each spring from his winter home in
Connecticut to Rockport, Maine, will travel
today from Maine back to the Mystic
Marinelife Aquarium, where he will spend
the winter. Harry Goodridge, who found
the then-orphaned seal pup 24 years ago
near Rockport, keeps Andre in a floating
pen in Rockport Harbor during the summer.
Although Andre swims home in the spring,
he is transported south in the fall. This year
he will travel in Goodridge's station wagon.

Andre's Getting Ready To 'Fly' South
By BARRY PALMER
Sunday News Staff
New England’s most fa
mous sea mammal, Andre
the Seal, is doing just fine,
thank you, at the ripe old age
of 24.
“He has no problems — ex
cept he’s blind,” says his life
long friend and owner, Harry
Goodridge, from his home in
Rockport, Maine.
“Being blind is not that big
a problem for a sea mam
mal,” Goodridge said, “and
it’s probably their least im
portant sense. It’s the same
thing with porpoises, dol
phins and whales.”
Andre’s fine, says Goo
dridge, and has been per
forming all summer as usual
at 4 p.m., as he has been
doing for more than two dec
ades from his “summer
home” in Rockport Harbor.
Andre stays in his Maine
pen usually from May
through mid-November, but
sometimes he has stayed
there all year.
“I think he’ll be spending
the winter again in Mystic
Conn., as he has for the last
four years,” Goodridge said.
Andre’s home when he heads
south is at the Mystic Aquari
um.
“We fly him down, and he
swims back.”
Andre is made comfortable
in a plane for the flight to
Connecticut.
“Seals don't have to be in
water,” Goodridge said, “be
cause they have fur and can
be out of water for a long
time.”
“We use a charter plane
,. . we don’t fool around,”
quipped Goodridge.
Andre was two days old
when Goodridge picked him
up.
“He thinks
I’m his
mother,” Goodridge said,

ANDRE IN MAINE DURING JULY
(AP Newsfeatures Photo)
aged to catch enough mack
erel to sustain him.
“He eats them as fast as I
can catch them,” says Goo
dridge.
The life of the mammal is
explained in a best seller, A
Seal Called Andre, by Goo
“Andre’s big in Japan,” dridge and Lou Dietz. It
Goodridge noted with pride, came out in 1975. and is still
“and one of Japan’s biggest selling, most notably now in
publishers has translated his
Japan.
book and it’s being read in
When Andre goes to Con
Japan by the school children.
necticut next month, he will
“I think I’m going to get stay there until late April. He
royalties, too, and I need will be flown to Provincetown
them — he’s an expensive pet at Cape Cod, and will swim
— I need all the help I can home to Maine from there.
“It usually takes about six
get.”
Andre’s diet is mostly fish days,” Goodridge said.
And people along the coast
in the summer, and Goo
dridge noted that he has man look forward to it each year.

“since I nursed him as a pup
. . . artificially of course.”
This summer, Andre also
became a celebrity in the Far
East, as a Japanese televi
sion film crew did a feature
on him.

Portland, M,

AP

He gets flipper
everyyear

Harry Goodridge tries to coax Andre into
his cage for his trip to Rockport after a brief
stay at the Mystic (Conn.) Marinelife
Aquarium. After three weeks at the

Aquarium, Andre has lost his appetite and
won’t cooperate with aquariunm officials.
The seal’s failing sight should not hamper
his winter stay in Penobscot Bay.

7\ndre
comes
home*
Seal ends
hunger strike
ROCKPORT (AP) - With his 13-day
hunger strike at an end, Andre the seal
was back in his home port Friday, dis
playing no apparent remorse at leav
ing his winter quarters in Connecticut.
“He’s in great shape. He’s so happy
to be back,’’ said Thalice Goodridge,
wife of Andre’s trainer.
Trainer Harry A. Goodridge, who
had found Andre as a two-day-old pup,
said homesickness was the reason the
24-year-old harbor seal turned down all
food offered to him after his arrival
late last month at the Mystic Marine
Aquarium.
Goodridge decided to drive down to
Connecticut and bring Andre home to
Rockport in his station wagon.
For the past four years, Andre has
wintered at Mystic, swimming back to
Maine for the warmer months. But
when he got to Connecticut this year,
all the coaxing and tasty fish morsels
offered to him couldn’t get him to
break his self-imposed fast.
Once back in Maine, Andre’s appe
tite returned, and Thursday he ate alewives that were stored in Goodridge’s
freezer.
Mrs. Goodridge said Friday that An
dre had shed 29 pounds during his fast,

Andre, the 24-year-old harbor seal, ended his 13-day hunger
strike when trainer Harry A. Goodridge brought him back to
Rockport from the seal's winter quarters in Connecticut Thurs
day. (AP Photo).

bringing him down to 220. She acknowl
edged that he had been somewhat over
weight and his hunger strike probably
didn’t hurt.
Andre is confined to a pen in Rock
port harbor during the summer, but
he’ll be allowed to swim free for the
winter months. The pen, Goodridge
pointed out, would be broken up by har

bor ice and winter storms.
In the past, Andre used to run afoul of
local fishermen and boat owners when
he clambered aboard their dories,
sometimes swamping them.
“That’s one thing we worry about,”
Mrs. Goodridge acknowledged. But she
said she hopes this will be less of a
problem this time of year.

Portland
Poor Andre

r

Regarding a recent Press Herald
article on Andre the Seal, I am
certainly not looking forward to
Andre’s swim home next spring. I
am scared to death. Andre is now
blind, and whatever sixth sense he
may have for navigation, not having
sight is a severe handicap.
Harry Goodridge says he’ll allow
nature to take its course, and that
he’s going through with his plans to
make Andre swim home next
spring. I say that since he didn’t
allow nature to take its course 24
years ago when he rescued the
orphaned Andre, he has a responsi
bility to help Andre now. If he is
wrong about Andre’s ability to get
home, then what horrible fate
awaits him?
Andre has not had a "natural”
life. From infancy he’s had one
flipper firmly entrenched in the
human world. He’s a pet, not a wild
seal, and now that he’s old and blind
he deserves to live out his life free
from unnecessary hardship and
danger.
June Shepperd
Portland

Born Freei Andre is sprung from the pen c/
Andre, the famous seal who frequents Rockport Harbor, Maine, is
back from his stay in a Connecticut aquarium, and his trainer reports
that he is fat, happy and getting in trouble again.
Harry Goodridge said the 24-year-old seal went on a 13-day hunger
strike at the Mystic Marine Life Aquarium. He was to spend the winter
there but became homesick. Goodridge drove to Connecticut to re
trieve Andre on Dec. 10.
_ Since then, Andre has gained all of the 29 pounds he lost — and then
some. He has been happily swimming free in Rockport Harbor, making
occasional trips to other nearby ports along the Maine coast.
It is on those little side trips that Andre gets into trouble, Goodridge
said. The fishermen down the coast in Rockland sometimes get an
noyed at the seal, who likes to jump into their boats and grab their oars.
Goodridge is now feeding Andre every morning from the Rockport
pier to try to keep him closer to Rockport Harbor and out of the hair of
the fishermen.
Goodridge found Andre when he was an orphaned pup. During the
summers, Andre stays in a pen in Rockport Harbor, where he is a
tourist attraction. In recent winters, he has been put into an aquarium.
- —
______
—By Lucinda Fleeson
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No seal of approval
Harry Goodridge tries to coax Andre the seal into a
cage at the Mystic Aquarium in Mystic, Conn., for a
trip homa-lQ-Penobscot Bay in Maine. Andre has

Associated Press

resided at the aquarium for three weeks but
apparently doesn’t like it — he’s lost his appetite and
refuses to cooperate with aquarium employees.

NEW YORK POST,
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TRIP GETS SEAL OF APPROVAL
Who says you cant go home again? Harry
Goodridge, who raised Andre the seal from a
pup, tries to eoax him into a eage to take him
back to Penobseot Bay for the winter. Andre
was at the Mystic Aquarium, but after three
weeks, he refused to eat or communicate with
his keepers. Have a safe trip, Andre.
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work 10 minutes late and was allowed to
keep his job only by agreeing to a 50 per
cent pay cut. Three days later some toplevel editor at The Courant—the same
one, more or less, who cut Neil Genzlinger’s pay, which, you understand,
wasn’t anything to brag about in the
first place—put a story about a cat in a
tree on the front page. Mind you, this
wasn’t a story about someone risking a
disfiguring stepladder accident to res
cue a cat; it was a story about a cat in a
tree that everyone was content to leave
there. I mention this only because I
think it contains an important lesson for
anyone considering purchasing a cat
Get a dog.

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL
NEWS
France tried to re-establish itself as a
world power by blasting a boat owned
by a harmless, defenseless environmen-

Andre the Seal returned to Mystic
Marinelife Aquarium in November,
and an official there announced, in pub
lic, that “When he first gets here we do
two things. We always weigh him, and
we take cultures from all his external
orifices.” Just how much culture exists
around a seal’s external orifices was not
clear, but analysts agree it’s more than
in, say, Oklahoma.
UPDATE! Andre didn’t like the food
here so in December he packed up his
orifices and went back to Maine.
Where’s my hankie?

★ ★★★★★★★★★
Charles and Diana stopped by long
enough for President Reagan—I’m not
making this up — to address her as

10
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Seal’s hunger strike ends
ROCKPORT, Maine — His 13-day
hunger strike over, a contented
Andre the seal was back in home
port yesterday, showing no re
grets at leaving his winter
quarters in Connecticut.
Andre’s trainer, Harry A. Goo
dridge, said homesickness was
the reason the 24-year-old harbor
seal turned down all food offered
to him after his arrival late last
month at the Mystic Marine
Aquarium.
At Mystic, Goodridge said,
“They wanted to do all kinds of
medical tests. I said, ‘hell no.’ ”

Andre’s master acknowledged
the good intentions of the aquar
ium staff, but decided instead to
drive down to Connecticut and
bring Andre home to Rockport in
his station wagon.
For the past four years, Andre
has wintered at Mystic, swim
ming back to Maine for the
warmer months.
But on his arrival this year he
refused to eat, and all the coaxing
and tasty morsels offered him
couldn’t change his mind.
Once back in Maine, Andre’s
appetite returned.
—AP

Heading Home: The Old Seal and the Man
By Lloyd Grove
Washington Post Staff Writer

PROVINCETOWN, Mass., April
23—Andre the seal, performing a
personal rite of spring, slipped into
the waters off Cape Cod today for a
230-mile voyage home. Attempting
his 10th "formal swim” to his Rock
port, Maine, rookery, he got a sendoff normally reserved for a Charles
Lindbergh—even though it looked
at first like he didn’t want to go.
The swim will surely be one jjf his
last, because Andre, at 24, is an old
seal.
On a sandy beach beside the
Provincetown wharf, where a
crowd of about 50 well-wishers had
gathered to see him off, the 232pound harbor seal wriggled labori•ously seaward, stopping to gaze
moistly at half a dozen photograph
ers in his path.
“It’s out that way,” coaxed his
owner, Harry Goodridge, waving

vaguely toward Maine. But Andre,
his fat frame the shape of procras
tination, didn’t budge. “You don’t
mean to say all these people are
bugging you?” Goodridge chided.
“You’ve got it all over them in
weight—just mow ’em out of the
way.”
Finally, at 12:40 p.m., Andre did
just that, plopping into the water
and paddling a single length of the
beach before diving behind a pier
and disappearing into the hazy ho
rizon. If he hugs the shore, as
seems to be his preference, Andre’s
route will take him through-Cape
Cod Bay, into Massachusetts Bay,
around Cape Ann, into the Gulf of
Maine and finally to Penobscot Bay
and home. In the past he has cov
ered the distance in as little as
three days and as much as two
weeks.
“Keep going, old Andre,” a mistyeyed Goodridge said after the emSee ANDRE, Bll,CoL3
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Andre, here awaiting transport, will swim from Cape Cod to his Maine home.
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The Old Seal and the Man
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By Lloyd Grove
Wjshiugiun Poa Slalf Writer

PROVINCETOWN, Mass., April
23—Andre the seal, performing a
personal rite of spring, slipped into
the waters off Cape Cod today for a
230-mile voyage home. Attempting
his 10th “formal swim” to his Rock
port, Maine, rookery, he got a sendoff normally reserved for a’Charles
Lindbergh—even though it looked
at first like he didn’t want to go.
The swim will surely be one of his
last, because Andre, at 24, is an old
seal.
On a sandy beach beside the
Provincetown wharf, where a
crowd of about 50 well-wishers had
gathered to see him off, the 232pound harbor seal wriggled labori
ously seaward sfnnniita in naw
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vaguely toward Maine. But Andre,
his fat frame the shape of procras
tination, didn't budge. "You don’t
mean to say all these people are
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"You’ve got it all over them in
weight—just mow ’em out of the
way.”
Finally, at 12:40 p.m., Andre did
just that, plopping into the witer
and paddling a single length of the
beach before diving behind a pier
and disappearing into the hazy ho
rizon. If he hugs the shore, as
seems to be his preference, Andre’s
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around Cape Ann, into the Gulf of
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His first winter, Andre swam away
He is, according to Maine Gov. Jo
breaker. Then, "I have great faith in
but returned in the spring. As the
seph Brennan, “our most famous sum
that animiil, absolute faith when he’s
years
went on, he continued to grow
mer resident.”
in the ocean. He knows what the hell
restless in the cooler months and sank
Brennan found out just Jiow fa
it is.”
too
many
dinghies in Rockport Har
mous—and just how popular, pot to
Goodridge added that he had to
bor. When Goodridge began to worry
say • revered—right after becoming
place a quick call to the Camden Har
_________ ANDRE, From BI_________
about threats on Andre’s life, he congovernor in 1979, when he combor Inn, a saloon near Rockport,
barcation, hoisting a stiff martini at a
where patrons were rmywift ?. VfcV—yA.'iWied It) tilt* Maine 'Press Assoc'mceived the idea ol a wuildl tibllit tfVdy
local Chinese testauxattC "Swim
from home.
tion that the seal and his swims re
ting pool as to Andre’s ETA. "They
I hope he makes it."
Andre grew up having free rtign
ceived too much publicity. It took
won't even let me bet,” he lamented.
The life expectancy of the harbor
over the Goodridges’ Maine household.
Brennan years to recover from that
And so the legend lives on, a legend
seal, a common Atlantic species
“I did object to his going in the living
gaffe, which resulted in a storm of
that has made the seal an institu
known as Plioca vitulrmr; is not much
room," says Thalice Goodridge, Har
public indignation.
tion—not to mention a registered
beyond 30, although a few have been
ry’s wife of four decades. “You ctuld
He says he finally "patched things
trademark, with Andre T-shirts, An
known to live into their forties.
say I'm a ‘seal widow.’ "
up
with
Andre"
during
his
1982
redre tote bags and Andre postcards
This morning Andre was flown by
The Goodridges’ youngest daugh
election campaign, when he made an
available at Rockport’s Smiling Cow
private plane, a press plane giving
ter, Toni Lermond, even asked Andre
apologetic
pilgrimage
to
Rockport.
gift shop. Indeed, in this fishing village
chase, to Provincetown from Mystic,
to be the ring bearer in her wedding
There he got the seal of approval—
of
2,800
where
Andre
was
tom
and
Conn., where he spends his wifiters.
to a local diver four years ago. "The
and, according to Goodridge, a robust
raised, he was recently named the
eating and sleeping at the Mystic Ma
minister really questioned us about
Bronx cheer.
Chamber of Commerce’s "Citizen of
rine Life Aquarium. A platoon of news
that," she says. "He made its fill out a
“I consider Andre a supporter," the
the Year" and serves as honorary har
gatherers, including an NBC camera
psychological questionnaire before he
governor
says
today.
“And
I
found
out
bor
master.
crew, was on hand to chronicle the
that if you don’t give Andre his just _ would marry us."
He is also a public spectacle in Rock
adventure, a journey fraught with dan-'
priority, it will come home to get you.”
Andre fulfilled his duty with appro
port I lartor, performing tricks nightly
ger—killer whales, great white
priate dignity, Lermond reports.
This May, Goodridge, 69, an erst
during the summer under Goodridge’s
sharks—and unpredictable in outcome.
As for Harry Goodridge, “He just
while
tree
surgeon
and
deep-sea
div
"How would you feel if he never' direction (liis Bronx cheer is especially
overwhelms me. If he doesn’t come
er, will mark the 24th year since he
well received). And occasionally he is a
came back?" Goodridge was asked ?s
back,
maybe that means he’s gone
i
public
nuisance,
swamping
fishermen's,
>
found
Andre
lost
in
Rockport
Harbor
one i
Andre swam out of sight.
back to the wild—and that would suit I
. ‘.'No comment," he muttered, star- >, dinghies with his penchant for flopping , and snatched the two-day-old pup
into them for naps.
from all but certain death.
me fine.”
ing at the folds in his baby-blue wind-

Andre
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Dear Harry?
Enclosed is a communication that 1 just received and answered.
They draw a blank from me. I don’t know any one who meets their
specifications for that particular job.
However, 1 recommended you for the job of curator of mammals,
if the acquarium should include dolphin and seals. I advised them
to write for further infonaation if they wanted to know more about
you.
I’ve just returned from one of those miserable tours of the
"bible belt" ••••••• .Nebraska, and home looks good. Kaine would
even look better. I’ 11 be coming up next month.
Best regards,

WARD

HOWELL

122 EAST 42ND ST.

ASSOCIATES, INC.

NEW YORK 17, N.Y.

OXFORD 7- 3730

March 16, 1965

Mr. Stanton Waterman
16 Hunter Road
Princeton, New JerseyDear Mr. Waterman:
We have been asked by one of our clients to
assist them in the selection of a Business Manager for a
recently formed company with plans for constructing and
operating an aquarium along the New England Coast.
As we start our search for the best man for
this position, we are anxious to receive the names of
possible candidates. Ben Holderness has suggested that
we contact you for suggestions, and any thoughts you have
in this connection will be appreciated.
You may be sure all information submitted
will be held in complete confidence, and no financial
responsibility is incurred by individuals.

GA:jg
Enel: Spec. No. 2233
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EXECUTIVE
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CONSULTANTS.

INC.

BUSINESS MANAGER

SPECIFICATION NO. 2233

The Company

A recently formed, well-financed company with complete
plans for the construction and operation of an aquarium.
It is fully expected this will be a profit making organization,
and long range plans exist for future development of the
area with the aquarium as the central attraction.

Location

New England Coast

The Position and
Responsibilities

Reporting to the Board of Directors, the business manager
selected will be given free rein to administer the entire
project. Available for assistance will be a highly competent
curator and additional personnel as necessary. Initially,
his responsibility will be to follow construction of the aquar
ium through to completion and by constant supervision and
scrutiny of all phases to insure fulfillment of the contract.
He will keep the board fully informed at all times, and will
enlist their assistance and guidance in matters of policy and
in promoting the aquarium to the fullest extent. After com
pletion, the business manager will be concerned with the
profitability of the operation and its continued promotion and
development.

Necessary
Background

The man we seek should be a professional manager with the
administrative ability to delegate and direct, but with the
flexibility of action necessary in a small organization. He
must have a strong financial sense with a record of successful
accomplishment in the general areas of budgetary control,
general accounting and statistical analysis. Some sales
promotion experience would be most helpful, preferably
in the field of consumer products.

Personal
Qualifications

The individual must be a "doer" with the tireless energy
necessary to operate effectively. He must have the analyt
ical mind of a good business man, combining flexibility of
thinking with decision and firmness essential to sound
judgments. He should have the ability to express himself
both in writing and in speaking.

Age

35 to 60

Education

College degree with a strong preference for an M. B. A.

Compensation

$15, 000 to $20, 000 plus the possibility of stock options.

Ward Hdwell Associates, Inc.
122

EAST 42ND STREET

NEW YORK,
OXFORD

7-3730

N. Y.

10017

STANTON A. WATERMAN
16 HUNTER ROAD
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

i-r. Harry Goodridge
Rockport, Maine
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Homesick seal eating again
ROCKPORT. Me. (AP) - His 13day Jmnger strike at an end. a con
tent ?Andre the seal was back in his
home-port yesterday, showing no regrets'at leaving his winter quarters
ip Connecticut.
• Andre's trainer, Harry Goodridge,
said; homesickness was the reason
tjie 24-year-old harbor seal turned
down all food offered to him after
his arrival late last month at the
Mystic Marine Aquarium.
■ At Mystic, Goodridge said, “they
wanted to do all kinds of medical

tests.” But Goodridge decided that
all the seal needed was to go back to
Maine.
Goodridge was right. Once back in
Maine, Andre began eating again. He
breakfasted Thursday on some
alewives that were stored in Goodridge’s freezer.
Goodridge’s wife, Thalice, said
yesterday that Andre had shed 29
pounds during his fast, bringing him
down to 220. She acknowledged that
he had been somewhat overweight
and his strike probably didn't hurt.
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Andre the seal will go south, by plane, soon
Q. Andre the seal isn't dead, is
he? - M.W., Melrose.
A. Certainly not, says Thalice
Goodridge, whose husband Harry
puts on the daily afternoon seal
show with Andre in Rockport,
Maine, during the spring, summer
and fall. Any day now Andre will
be transported by airplane from
Rockport down to his winter re
treat at the Marine Life Aquarium
in Mystic, Conn. It is true that
cataracts have made Andre virtu
ally blind, but that is not uncom
mon in seals and did not prevent
Andre from completing his annual
six-day swim to Rockport last
spring from Provincetown, Mass.
Andre is 24 years old - a comfort
able middle age for seals.

Andre show
to go on
despite near
blindness
\r\

By FRANCIS X. QUINN

ROCKPORT (AP) — Andre the Seal,
whose harbor tricks and coastal migrations
have entertained tourists for two decades, is
virtually blind with cataracts but is other
wise healthy and the show should go on, say
his trainer and his veterinarian.
... "Obviously, the sight had been deteriorat
ing for a while,” said veterinarian Victor J.
Steinglass, who believes the seal made his
annual swim up the New England coast
from Cape Cod this spring in almost total
darkness.
"He obviously made it almost blind this
year,” he said. "He’s made it with really
minimal eyesight.”
Though impaired, the 24-year-old seal
continues to put on a daily afternoon exhibi
tion at Rockport Harbor with trainer Harry
Goodridge.
"He can see shadows. He probably sees a
little bit better under water than above
water,” Steinglass said.
Treatment for his eyes is untried, he said,
because seals continue to navigate ably,
"still catching fish, still mating, still having
live pups.”
, . ,
"He can do very well with them,” Steing
lass said.

See ANDRE
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Andre

Trainer Harry Goodridge visits with Andre
Thursday in Rockport. The famous performing seal
is almost blind with cataracts.
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Andre winters in Connecticut at the Mystic Marine
Life Aquarium, where his sight problems "became
more noticeable this spring before he left,” said
spokeswoman Laura Kezer.
"Where it became really obvious was when Harry
got him home,” after the seal’s six-day swim from
Provincetown on Cape Cod to Rockport, she said.
"Once in a while, he catches a flash of something,”
Goodridge said after Wednesday’s show, which drew
more than 100 spectators and packed the tiny munici
pal parking lot with cars from as far away as Wash
ington.
i : But for the most part, Goodridge said, Andre
"won’t follow a fish in front of his face.”
"If I throw something out and it just lays there, he
can’t find it," the trainer said. "But if it’s moving, he
could.”
Goodridge said Andre’s sight problems have
prompted changes in the daily show. No longer does
the tubby seal, weighing more than 230 pounds, jump
cleanly through hoops, he said. And a basketball
shooting trick now holds more suspense than it once
did.
1
••
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But there are no plans to end Andre’s career by
halting the annual swim or closing the shows, accord
ing to Goodridge and Steinglass.
"I’ll get a lot of flak if I let him go again, but he was
blind when he came back this spring,” said Good
ridge, 69.
Steinglass said retirement would serve no purpose;
the shows are in the seal’s blood.
"Whether he has vision or not, he’s happy to do
them,” the veterinarian said. ”1 think he’s happier
doing them than not doing them.”
"One of things that impressed me the most, is this
seal is very content with his life. It’s not exploitation
at all. The seal is very happy to do what he’s doing,”
Steinglass added.
Steinglass said many seals share Andre’s affliction.
"Cataracts are very common in seals,” he said. "They
are even more common in captive seals.”
Steinglass said "the one who knows the most about
how well Andre sees is Harry,” but Goodridge said he
can’t explain how his partner gets around.
"My stock answer to that is: I’ve asked him and he ..
won’t tell me,” Goodridge said.
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■ ATLANTA
WORK HALT. The proposed
parkway to Jimmy Carter's presidential library has traveled a
rock\road: Opposition from resi
dents
its path, questions about
the contractor that was chosen.
On Tuesday the Georgia Supreme
Court ruletk that city council im
properly transferred some of the
right of way'but left the door
open for another vote. The meaning of the ruling, according to
Richard Hughes, \n attorney for
foes of the $15.4 million project:
Back to square 1. Re predicted
opponent? will marshal their
forces and government officials
who favor the parkway will push
for completion. Only work on
bridges b?s gone
month because of a lower court
ruling that the contract award
was improper. The high court sa\j
it was valid.

FBI’s Philadelphia of>f our most successful
operations.” Results:
convicted, 14 others
ges. Phony securities
a billion dollars were
rd’ "The JhvsstissticJi
was targeted at the world o
men and phonv paper.” How
it also uncovered an alleged at
tempt by Charles Caputo, 67, and
Leonard MartinV 57, both of
Pittsburgh, and former state legis
lators to buy a prisonfurlough for
a convicted swindler By promis
ing large campaign contributions
to Pennsylvania Reps. Thtimas M.
Foglietta and William J.'Coyne,
both Democrats. There is ttt» evi
dence the congressmen were
bribed, said First Assistant U.S.
Attorney James J. Rohn.
\
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■ PROVINCETOWN, Mass.
FAST FRIENDS. Harry and An
dre have a date to meet in Rock
port, Maine. Harry: Going over
land. Andre: Swimming. Andre: A
seal. He has been part of Harry
Goodridge’s life since he was
found motherless on the Maine
coast in 1961. Andre has been of
fered his freedom many times.
"It’s what would be best, but he
won’t go away,” Goodridge says.
Marine biologists call it one of the
most remarkable-human-animal
relationships they know of. Andre
spent the winter in a marine
aquarium in Mystic, Conn., and
Tuesday he was flown to Provin
cetown and taken down to the
beach to begin the 230-mile trip
to Rockport, where he lives in a
floating pen in the harbor. Goodridge's parting words: "Go on
home, go ahead, you’re free.”

